TIB TECHNIK/NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN
(SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY)

As the world’s largest specialised library of science and technology, as well as architecture, chemistry, information technology, mathematics and physics, TIB has excellent collections. Basic literature is available in the Reading Rooms.

FACILITIES
450 reading desks • 3 group study rooms • interactive whiteboard and monitors • reader printer for microforms • 24-hour lockers in all group study rooms • baby feeding and nappy changing rooms • cafeteria

Welfengarten 1 B // 30167 Hannover
P +49 511 762-2268 // information.tech-nat@tib.eu
Monday to Friday 08:00 – 22:00, Saturday 09:00 – 20:00
The Information Desk and Registration Desk are manned Monday to Friday 9:00 – 20:00 and on Saturday 9:00 – 14:00.

TIB CONTI-CAMPUS

Here you will find items of relevance for studying Educational Science, Literature and Linguistics, Law and Economics.

FACILITIES
1,100 reading desks • 15 group study rooms • overhead scanner and a reader printer for microforms • interactive whiteboard • family study room • workstation for the blind and visually impaired • reading room lockers • cafeteria

Königsworther Platz 1 B // 30167 Hannover
P +49 511 762-8119 // information.conti-campus@tib.eu
Monday to Friday 08:00 – 24:00, Saturday and Sunday 09:00 – 20:00
The Information Desk and the Registration Desk are manned Monday to Friday 09:00-20:00 and on Saturday 09:00-14:00.

TIB GESCHICHTE/RELIGIONSWISSENSCHAFT
(HISTORY/RELIGIOUS STUDIES)

Collections focus primarily on global history, the history of Anglophone Africa, Latin American history, regional history of Lower Saxony, Islam in Europe and sociology of religion.

FACILITIES
90 reading desks • group study room

Im Moore 21 (rear building) // 30167 Hannover
P +49 511 762-5738 // information.geschichte@tib.eu
Monday to Friday 09:00 – 16:30

TIB SOZIALWISSENSCHAFTEN
(SOCIAL SCIENCES)

Here you can find literature on social science subjects, in particular political science and sociology. Collections focus on social structure research, the labour and trade union movement, new social movements, developing countries (in particular Latin America), women/gender studies, European studies and social psychology.

FACILITIES
120 reading desks • group study room • lockers for examination candidates

Welfengarten 2 C // 30167 Hannover
P +49 511 762-4696 // information.sowi@tib.eu
Monday to Friday 09:00 – 20:00, Saturday 09:00 – 18:00
LEARNING AND WORKING AT TIB

TIB procures and indexes items and information for all subjects at Leibniz University Hannover. Lots of the books are freely accessible in the Reading Rooms and can be borrowed at most of the TIB sites. The remaining collections are kept in our Closed Stacks. Orders for items can be placed via the TIB Portal.

READING DESKS AND TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT

TIB sites with different specialist areas are open for up to 102 hours a week. The library features 1,800 reading desks tailored to your different needs: group study rooms for shared learning, quiet reading desks for individual learning, as well as sufficient space to enjoy a well-earned break. Two types of computer workstations as well as printing, copying and scanning devices are available for use at all library sites. For more information, read the following site description or visit the TIB Portal at WWW.TIB.EU.

COURSES OFFERED

Information literacy – skillfully and efficiently obtaining information – is a key skill required at school, university and for research purposes. We’ll help you to learn these skills quickly and effectively, and to make full use of the knowledge gained. The training we offer includes on-site workshops and guided tours, webinars and special courses for schools. Find out more at HTTPS://TIB.EU/COURSES.

TIB RETHEN

At our Closed Stacks in Rethen, south of Hannover, there are all of the technical and science subject areas. The collections comprise 3.6 million volumes, older monographs and theses/dissertations, as well as microforms and periodicals, with the exception of the last five years.

Stocks at the TIB Rethen site are always made available at the TIB Technik/Naturwissenschaften (Science/Technology) site. The delivery time after ordering via the TIB portal is maximum two working days. The media provided will then be available for collection for one week.

Only literature that is particularly worthy of protection or larger holdings are made available exclusively for use in the reading room at the TIB Rethen site. An appointment must be made for this.

Bremer Straße 2 // 30880 Laatzen-Rethen
information.rethen@tib.eu
after prior appointment
(in the period Monday to Friday 09:00 – 16:30)
INFORMATION AND ADVICE

Do you have any questions about the library and our services? Or do you require assistance in the search for an item? We’ll be happy to help. Simply contact a staff member at the Information Desk at any of the sites during service times. They will provide support in all matters concerning the use of the library.

WE HAVE THE ANSWERS!

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT WITH YOUR PERSONAL EXPERT. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION VISIT TIB.EU/TIBGEFRAGT

CONTACT

We’re happy to answer your questions!
P +49 511 762-2268 // information@tib.eu